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Abstract
In this paper, we establish some new modular equations of degree 9. We also establish sev-
eral new P{Q mixed modular equations involving theta{functions which are similar to those
recorded by Ramanujan in his notebooks. As an application, we establish some new general
formulas for explicit evaluations of a Remarkable product of theta{functions.
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1 Introduction
For jqj < 1,





= ( q; q2)21(q2; q2)1; (1.1)








f( q) := f( q; q2) =
1X
n= 1
( 1)nqn(3n 1)=2 = (q; q)1; (1.3)




an(n+1)=2bn(n 1)=2; jabj < 1;
= ( a; ab)1( b; ab)1(ab; ab)1;
where (a; q)1 :=
Q1
n=0(1  aqn):
At scattered places of his second notebook [18], Ramanujan records a total of nine P{Q mixed
modular equations of degrees 1, 3, 5 and 15. These equations were proved by B. C. Berndt and
L. -C. Zhang [6] and [7]. S. Bhargava, C. Adiga and M. S. Mahadeva Naika [9] and [10], have
established several new P{Q modular equations involving four moduli. For more details on P{Q
eta-function identities one can refer [1], [3], [12], [16] and [14].
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In x2, we collect some identities that are needed to prove our main results. In x3, we establish
some new modular equations of degree 9. In x4, we establish several new P{Q mixed modular
equations akin to those recorded by Ramanujan in his notebooks.
Mahadeva Naika, M. C. Maheshkumar and K. Sushan Bairy [17], have introduced a new re-

































where s, t are real numbers such that s > 0 and t  1: They have established some new general
formulas for the explicit evaluations of bs;t and computed some particular values of bs;t. Finally in
x5, we establish some new modular relations connecting a remarkable product of theta-functions
bs;9 with br2s;9 for r = 2, 4 and 6 and explicit values of bs;9 are deduced.
We end this section by dening a modular equation in brief.
The ordinary or Gaussian hypergeometric function is dened as





zn; 0  jzj < 1;
and a, b ,c are complex numbers such that c 6= 0; 1; 2; : : :,
where

































where 0 < k < 1. The number k is called the modulus of K, and k0 :=
p
1  k2 is called the
complementary modulus.
Let K, K 0, L and L0 denote the complete elliptic integrals of the rst kind associated with the
moduli k, k0, l and l0, respectively.








holds for some positive integer n. Then a modular equation of degree n is a relation between the
moduli k and l which is induced by (1.6). Following Ramanujan, set  = k2 and  = l2. Then we





Let K, K 0, L1, L01, L2, L
0
2, L3 and L
0
3 denote complete elliptic integrals of the rst kind correspond-








, and their complementary moduli, respectively.
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that is induced by (1.8). We say that ,  and  are of degrees n1, n2 and n3, respectively over .
The multipliers m and m0 are associated with ,  and , .
2 Preliminary results
In this section, we list some relevant identities which are useful in establishing our main results.




f( e 2y) = pz2 1=3fx(1  x)eyg1=12; (2.2)
















Lemma 2.2. [4, Ch. 16, Entry 24 (ii) and (iv), p. 39] We have
f3( q) = '2( q) (q); (2.3)
f3( q2) = '( q) 2(q): (2.4)
Lemma 2.3. [4, Ch. 20, Entry 3 (x) and (xi), p. 352] Let  be of degree nine over  and m be



































Lemma 2.4. [5, Ch. 25, Entry 56, p. 210]
If P =
f( q)
q1=3f( q9) and Q =
f( q2)
q2=3f( q18) ; then
P 3 +Q3 = P 2Q2 + 3PQ: (2.7)
Lemma 2.5. [3] If P =
f( q)





































Lemma 2.6. [2] If P =
 ( q)




Q+ PQ = 3 + P: (2.9)
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Lemma 2.7. [11] If U :=
'( q)













In this section, we establish some new modular equations of degree 9.
Theorem 3.1. If U :=
'( q)

















































Proof. Replacing q by q2 in the equation (2.7), we deduce that




q2=3f( q18) and Y :=
f( q4)
q4=3f( q36) :
Equation (3.2) can be rewritten as
a2 + 3a W = 0; (3.3)
where a := XY and W := Y 3 +X3.
Solving the equation (3.3) for a and then cubing both sides, we deduce that
27X3Y 3  X9 + 6X6Y 3 + 6X3Y 6   Y 9 +X6Y 6 = 0: (3.4)
Using the equations (2.3), (2.4) and (2.9) in the equation (3.4), we nd that 
U2   2U2V + U2V 2   6U + 9 + 4UV   6V   2UV 2 + V 2   U2 + U2V
+3U   4UV + 3V   V 2 + UV 2  U4   U3V 4 + 4V 3U3   6V 2U3 + 8V U3
 9U3 + 3U2V 4   12U2V 3 + 24U2V 2   36U2V + 27U2   3UV 4 + 8UV 3
 18UV 2 + 36UV   27U + V 4 = 0
(3.5)
By examining the behavior of the above factors of the equation as q ! 0, we can nd a neigh-
borhood about the origin, where the last factor is zero; whereas other factors are not zero in this
neighborhood. By the Identity Theorem the last factor vanishes identically. This completes the
proof. q.e.d.
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Theorem 3.2. If U :=
'( q)














































































































Proof. The proof of the equation (3.6) is similar to the proof of the equation (3.1); except that in
place of the equation (2.7), we use the equation (2.8). q.e.d.
4 Mixed modular equations
In this section, we establish several new mixed modular equations akin to those recorded by Ra-
manujan in his notebooks. Throughout this section, we set
A :=
f( q)f( q2)










(1  U) ; (4.1)
f( q)f( q2)
qf( q9)f( q18) =
V (3  V )
(1  V ) : (4.2)








V (3  V ) ; (4.4)
where U :=
'( q)
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Employing the equations (2.1) and (2.2) in the equation (4.5) and then changing q to  q, we arrive
at the equation (4.1). By using the equation (2.9) in the equation (4.1), we arrive at the equation
(4.2). q.e.d.
Proofs of (4.3) and (4.4). The proofs of the equations (4.3) and (4.4) are similar to the proofs of
the equations (4.1) and (4.2), respectively. Hence, we omit the details. q.e.d.



































1CCA = A2 + 3A: (4.7)
Using the equation (4.1) in the equation (4.7), we obtain
4A2   12A  24B2   12B22   8B2vu+ 8B2vA+ 4B22vA  4Au+ 8B2v
  12B22A+ 12B22u  36B2A+ 24B2u+ 12vA+ 4B22v + 4B2A2   4B32A
  4vA2   4B32   4AuB2 + 4Auv   4B22vu+ 4B32u = 0;
(4.8)
where u := pA2 + 2A+ 9 and v := 
p
B22 + 2B2 + 9:
Collecting the terms containing u on one side of the equation (4.8) and then squaring both sides,
we deduce that
vA2   5A2 +B2vA2  B22A2   2B2A2  B32vA  3B2vA+ 3B32A
  2B22vA+B42A+ 9B22A+ 7B2A+ 36B2   12B2v   12B22v + 6B42
  5B32v + 21B32 + 40B22  B42v +B52 = 0:
(4.9)
Eliminating v from the equation (4.9) and then setting then P := AB2 and Q :=
A
B2
, we arrive at
the equation (4.6). q.e.d.
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Proof. Using the equation (4.1) in the equation (3.1), we deduce that
2592  1440A  2304B4   864v + 864u  736uB4v   96A2uB24v   32A2uB34v






+ 512A2uB4   32A2uv + 448A2uB24 + 128A2uB34 + 32A2uB44   64AuB34v




4v + 640AuB4 + 128Auv + 64A
4 + 608A2




4   416uB24v   96uB34v   192AuB24v
  576Au+ 224A2u  2560B24 + 864B4v + 800B24v + 224B34v   224A2uB4v
  512A3B4   448A3B24   128A3B34   32A3B44   1152A2B4 + 288Av   64A3u
  96A2v   1152A2B24   384A2B34   96A2B44   4992AB4   256AuB4v
  4032AB24   1280AB34   288AB44 + 2304uB4   288uv + 1536uB24 + 32A3v
+ 512uB34 + 96uB
4
4   160A3   1024B34   224B44 = 0;
(4.11)
where u := pA2 + 2A+ 9 and v := 
p
B24 + 2B4 + 9:
Collecting the terms containing u on one side of the equation (4.11) and then squaring both sides,
we deduce that
  216AB4v   68A2B34v   114A2B24v   81A2B4v   11A3B24v   28A2B44v
  288AB24v   181AB34v  A2B64v  A3B44v   2AB64v + 1458B4   15AB54v
+ 2430B24 + 1998B
3
4  A4 + 1034B44 + 362B54 + 86B64 + 13B74 +B84   6A2B54v
  486B4v   756B24v   558B34v + 34A3B4 + 33A3B24 + 19A3B34   68AB44v













4   248B44v + 38A2B54   4A3B34v
+ 91AB54  A4B4 +A4v   70B54v + 7B64A2 + 17B64A  12B64v
 B74v +A3B54 +A2B74 = 0:
(4.12)
Eliminating v from the equation (4.12) and then setting P := AB4 and Q :=
A
B4
, we arrive at the
equation (4.10). q.e.d.
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+ 373491 = 0:
(4.13)
Proof. The proof of the equation (4.13) is similar to the proof of the equation (4.10). So we omit
the details. q.e.d.
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Proof. Using the equation (4.3) in the equation (2.10), we deduce that





1   1 + C62   C31C62   13C31   2C32 = 0;
(4.15)
where u := 
p
C21   10C1 + 1 and v := 
p
C22   10C2 + 1:
Collecting the terms containing u on one side of the equation (4.15) and then squaring both sides,
we deduce that
2C32v   33C31C32 + 9C31v + 40C31C62 + 2C61   7C62 + 9C31   2C32   12C31C32v
+ C61C
3
2v   C92C31v + 8C62C31v   C62v   13C92C31   C62C61 + C122C31 + C92
  2vC61 + 7C61C32 = 0:
(4.16)
Collecting the terms containing v on one side of the equation (4.16) and then squaring both sides,
we arrive at
A(q)B(q) = 0; (4.17)











1   C2C71 + C62C61   2C61C32 + 2C52C51   2C22C51
+ C72C
4
1   3C42C41 + C2C41   2C31C62 + 2C31C32 + C61 + C82C21
  2C52C21 + C22C21   C72C1 + C42C1 + C62 :
(4.18)





, n = 1; 2; 3 : : :, which has a limit in jqj < 1. We see
A(qn) = 0 8n, where as B(qn) 6= 0 8n. Then by zeros of analytic functions, A  0 on jqj < 1
[8]. By setting P := C1C2 and Q :=
C1
C2
; we arrive at (4.14). This completes the proof. q.e.d.





















































Proof. The proof of the equation (4.19) is similar to the proof of the equation (4.14); except that
in place of the equation (2.10), we use the equation (3.1). q.e.d.
5 A remarkable product of theta{functions
Mahadeva Naika, Maheshkumar and Sushan Bairy [17], have introduced a new remarkable product
of theta{functions as in the equation (1.4). They have also established some new general formulas
for the explicit evaluations of bs;t.
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Recently, Mahadeva Naika, Chandankumar and Hemanthkumar[13], have established several
new modular identities connecting the remarkable product of theta{functions bs;9 with br2s;9 for
r = 3, 5 and 11 and also established some new values for bs; 9.
In this section, we establish several new modular identities connecting the remarkable product
of theta{functions bs;9 with br2s;9 for r = 2, 4 and 6.




Lemma 5.2. [15] We have, 0 < bs;t  1 for all s  2 and t positive integer greater than 1.
Theorem 5.3. If X :=
p






















Proof. Using the equation (4.6) along with the equation (1.4) with t := 9; we arrive at (5.2). q.e.d.




















Proofs of (5.3) and (5.4). Putting s = 1 in the equation (5.2) and using the fact that b1;9b4;9 = 1,
we deduce that  




We observe that the rst factor of the equation (5.5) vanishes and other factors does not vanish for
the specic value of q = e 
p
4=9. Hence, we have














On solving the equation (5.7), we arrive at (5.3) and (5.4). q.e.d.
Remark 5.5. Another proof of b1;9 and b4;9 can be found in [13].
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Theorem 5.6. If X :=
p



































































































Proof. Using the equation (4.10) along with the equation (1.4) with t := 9; we arrive at (5.8). q.e.d.

















Proofs of (5.9) and (5.10). Putting s = 1=2 in the equation (5.8) and using the fact that b1=2;9b8;9 =
1, we deduce  




We observe that the rst factor of the equation (5.11) vanishes and other factors does not vanish
for the specic value of q = e 
p
8=9. Hence, we have











= 2 + 3
p
2: (5.13)
On solving the equation (5.13), we arrive at (5.9) and (5.10). q.e.d.
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Theorem 5.8. If X :=
p











































































































































































































































+ 373491 = 0:
(5.14)
Proof. Using the equation (4.13) along with the equation (1.4) with t := 9; we arrive at (5.14).
q.e.d.
Corollary 5.9. We have
b12;9 =
  
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Proofs of (5.15) and (5.16). Setting s = 1=3 in the equation (5.14) and using the fact that b1=3;9b12;9 =
1, we deduce that 
9h6 + 18h5 + 27h4 + 6h3   3h2   12h+ 1  3h3 + 3h2 + 3h+ 12 







We observe that the rst factor of the equation (5.17) vanishes and other factors does not vanish
for the specic value of q = e 
p
12=9. Hence, we have 
9h6 + 18h5 + 27h4 + 6h3   3h2   12h+ 1 = 0: (5.18)
On solving the equation (5.18) by using Maple and 0 < h < 1, we arrive at (5.15) and (5.16). q.e.d.
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